Rectangular Pool Cover Specifications

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Notes

Phone
Fax
E-mail
Representative

Purpose

ASTM

Yes
No

Strap Spacing

3 Foot
5 Foot

Material

Safety Mesh
Solid Vinyl

Color

Green
Blue
Gray
Tan
Black

Coping Material

Concrete
Other

Anchor Type

Concrete
Wood Deck
Other

Options

Y Strap
Drain Panel
Auto-Pump

Dimensions (feet & inches)

Step Dimensions (if applicable)

How far from the waters edge is the nearest unmovable object?

________________ X __________________________

Diagram

Corners

Draw step on diagram (if applicable)

□ Square

□ Radius

Create an imaginary corner measuring at pool's edge from start of radius to corner.

□ 90º

□ Radius Dimension

Dimensions (feet & inches)

L=

W=